CACI Medical Contingency Operations
Support – Medical Logistics Excellence
Delivering needed medical supplies and
equipment … anywhere, anytime

For over a decade, CACI has provided specialized support to the
Military Health System. Through our medical logistics and information
technology expertise, we have developed a significant, best-of-breed
medical contingency operations support capability for military and
humanitarian relief operations worldwide. Our healthcare professionals analyze and provide medical supply and equipment planning for all
Air Force combat and support forces; develop and sustain the Defense
Medical Logistics Standard System (DMLSS) automated information
system; track, sustain, and distribute medical equipment for patient
aeromedical evacuation; and maintain deployment-ready and fully
outfitted medical treatment facilities that are strategically pre-positioned for use by medical units providing combat medicine.
CACI is currently performing a technical refresh of DMLSS, incorporating business intelligence, interfaces and data warehouse functions,
and integrating assemblage management functions into the new centralized web service: LogiCole.
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CACI Medical
Contingency Operations
Support: Highlights
high state of readiness and
· Achieve
reliability through a sustained 98
percent stock availability and greater
than 99 percent inventory accuracy

all information
· Manage
management/information technology
and communications components
of medical assemblages, including
hardware and software to facilitate
medical information transfer
throughout theater operations

a single resupply point for
· Provide
any Air Force-deployed medical unit
worldwide

the cold chain, assuring
· Manage
delivery of vaccines and
pharmaceuticals safe for use at
remote locations

CACI provides medical assemblages – from
backpacks to fully equipped hospitals – to
support both comprehensive disaster relief
to aid worldwide victims of natural disasters
and major contingency operations in military
Theaters of Operation. Pre-positioned
assemblages and vaccines are maintained
at 30 CACI-staffed sites across the U.S. and
in the Pacific, with another 70 locations
maintained by CACI travel teams.

Our support includes:

·
·
·
·

and resupply the
· Maintain
aeromedical evacuation system’s in·
flight medical kits and critical care air
transport team medical materiel

include the Defense Health
· Customers
Agency, Army, Air Force, Air National
Guard, Air Mobility Command, Air
Combat Command, and Air Force
Special Forces Command

Visit us online for more information
about our Health Solutions:

www.caci.com/Health

Responding to every major military operation and disaster in the last decade, including
Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita,
the Japanese and Indonesian tsunamis, earthquakes in Haiti and Chile, Typhoon Haiyan in the
Philippines, and the Ebola outbreak.
Providing modular, scalable, rapid response mobile hospital packages called Expeditionary
Medical Support Systems (EMEDS) for wartime contingencies and humanitarian relief.
Developing and sustaining the Defense Medical Logistics Standard Support System for
comprehensive healthcare supply chain management.
Stockpiling medical countermeasures for use in the event of a pandemic, chemical, or
biological threat to protect service members and their families.
Ordering, receiving, building, packing, and shipping assemblages consisting of medical
equipment and supplies for dispatch to anywhere in the world in a matter of hours.

Case Studies:
In support of the Air Force Operations Agency, we converted a 25-bed EMEDS to an Ebola
treatment center for use by the Public Health Service to treat healthcare workers in West
Africa. This was the first Department of Defense medical asset to arrive in theater.
Assisted USTRANSCOM and Air Mobility Command with developing and deploying the
Transport Isolation System, a new aeromedical evacuation capability that enables movement of multiple patients requiring isolation on military cargo aircraft.
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CACI’s 23,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing
the unique expertise and distinctive technology that
address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission
challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and
excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as
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a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently

Worldwide Headquarters
1100 N. Glebe Road, Arlington, VA 22201
703-841-7800
Visit our website at:
www.caci.com
Find Career Opportunities at:
http://careers.caci.com/
Connect with us through social media:

deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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